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A U S T R A L I A N L A B O R P A R T Y 

POLICY SPEECH FOR THE GENERAL STATE ELECTION BY THE LEADER OF 
THE OPPOSITION, HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C.. M.P. 

Labor comes to these elections with the most comprehensive 
plan for change and growth any State has seen since Federation. 
It's a plan for action now - with new ideas in development, new 
approaches in education, new planning for the environment, new 
freedom for the individual, and new, real, strong economic and 
legal protection for everyone. 

-fa. 

Labor believes this State is at the cross roads. The 
decision taken at these elections will determine the course South 
Australia will take during the thirty years left in this century. 

In other parts of the Commonwealth, they call us the 
Cinderella State. And the L.C.L. has been our Godmother. With 
each wave of its legislative wand it's turned our coaches into 
pumpkins. In two divided, confused years, the L.C.L. has 
drastically reduced our variety of industries and severely cut our 
services. Our development, our education, our freedom, our':.?.:', 
environment and our protections, have all suffered. 

This course must change. With Labor, South Australia will 
become the technological, the design, the social reform, and the . 
artistic centre of Australia. It will be the State with the most 
highly developed and diversified economy. The State which 
provides the complete range of human and community services. 
We'll set a standard of social advancement that the whole of 
Australia will envy. 

We believe South Australia can set the pace. It can 
happen here. V/e can do it. 

A Labor Government will achieve planned development of 
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our material and human resources. 

With our material resources, under the previous Labor 
Government, we had determined to see that forward planning 
was undertaken with our water resources. As our population 
expands, even with additional storages on the River Murray we 
won't be able to depend on if. for 85% of our water supply.as 
we do now. The previous Labor Government therefore called 
for submissions from around the world, 'from the leading water 
research centers, to hold an investigation into all possible 
sources of water supply to South Australia that could be 
developed for- the rest of this century. This included . 
investigation of the South East Ground waters to ascertain . 
how they should be used for development of that region of the 
State - examination of re-use of water in the Metropolitan . 
Adelaide Water district - how desalination could be most cheaply 
effected within our industrial structure - and ways of conserving 
and storing the enormous run-off of water which occurs period-
ically in the arid north of the State. 

The tenders to undertake this work' were in'hand when the 
L.C.L. Government took office. They were scrapped and the 
necessary investigation work has not now been done. The 
Labor Party will immediately proceed with this vital measur'e of 
planning South Australia's water future. 

In relation to the Murray River we will re-negotiate 
the Agreement concerning the building of the Dartmouth Dam to ^ 
ensure that South Australia's legal rights to the building of 
the Chowilla Dam are not ended. We will demand, further, that 
new computer studies are made to ascertain the benefits of 
operating dams at both Dartmouth and Chowilla. We will seek 
to negotiate a commencing date for Chowilla to be inserted in an 
enforceable agreement. 

South Australia was once Australia's richest area in 
known minerals, and our potential mineral resources are great. 
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They must he discovered, developed and exploited. It was 
the previous Labor Government which made the contracts^ and 
raised the money for the building of the natural gas p.pelme 
to Adelaide which now provides the cheapest natural gas to . 
industry anywhere in the C o m m o n w e a l t h . Our next urgent as. ; 

i s to revise the Kining Act to e^Ure .that we get the needed 
geochemical and goophysical surveys of our mineral potential r , 
While the rights of small opal prospectors must he maintained, 
the Mining Act (which is now really a gouger's Act appropriate 
to mining conditions of the last century) will he completely 

. modernised. : ̂ e r , Labor will support the establishment in 
South Australia of a M i n i n g Research Institute, in which ; . 
•industry will be invited to participate,. and which will make . 
the State the center of mining investigation for the whole of 

Australia. 
South A u s t r a l i a ' s e c o n o m y is v u l n e r a b l e . Our i n d u s t r i e s 

a x e centered on the production o f motor cars a n d h o m e a p p l i a n c e s . 

W Of our industry is in this area and 85% of its products are 
s o l d o n A u s t r a l i a n m a r k e t s outside South A u s t r a l i a . . W h e n e v e r , 

the economy o f A u s t r a l i a t a k e s a down-turn, w h e n e v e r t h e 

Federal G o v e r n m e n t d e c i d e s : t h a t i t m u s t r e d u c e consumer s p e n d i n g , 

S o u t h A u s t r a l i a ' s products a r e t h e f i r s t t h i n g s people s t ? P 

buying. . When the purse s t r i n g s a r e t i g h t e n e d in N e w South 

Wales and Victoria, South Australia strangles. 

• As a r e s u l t , in 1961/62 unemployment in South A u s t r a l i a . 

' w-? similar down-turn, in 
rose to 5-1% of the work force. Wvth a s^miia 
interstate markets in 1966/67, unemployment rose to 2.555. We 
cannot afford this kind of Stop-Go industrial base. Yet the 
present Government has refused to take any steps to remedy the 
situation or to diversify our e c o n o m y so that it is not subject 
to these interstate fluctuations. Indeed, under the Liberal 
Government there has been an actual narrowing, not a widening, 
of our industrial base. During the L.C.L. Government's term 



Of Office a significant number of companies have reduced or 

ended their operations in this State. For example: . 
Towmotors1 factory at Elizabeth closed in late 1969.-
In February this year 10% of E.K.I.Electronics Salisbury • 

workforce was laid off. 
In Whyalia, Wardrop and Carroll Structural Engineers 

announced that they are withdrawing their whole 

operations - with 43 laid off immediately. 

In February this year Perry E n g i n e e r i n g laid off 37 of 

their staff. 
At David Shearer in fclannum. oyer 100 less are employed ' V 

following retrenchments and a policy of not replacing \ 
staff, while at John Shearer in Kilkenny the reduction in 
the workforce has been over 200. 

At Horwood Bagshaw thirty men were r e t r e n c h e d last December, 

At Simpson Pope there has been a 10% reduction in 

non productive staff. 
Wilbild at Birkenhead retrenched thirty men in February 

of this year, . ' • 4 
vfcile Arcweld on Grand Junction Road drastically reduced ^ 

operations. 
Davies Coop closed down its South Australian operations. 
Freighter Industries have been forced to retrench some 

one hundred members of its workforce, specifically because 
of South Australian Government policy. 

The Electrical Contractors, H.H. Green reduced their 

activity. 

Humes Proprietary United, pipeoakers, reduced staff through 

lack of sales. 

The Electrical Contractors, W.J. and V. Burke closed down. 
Master Refrigeration Company in Whyalla closed down. 
Rosella Foods shifted from South Australia. 
And at Adelaide Ship Construction, over two hundred have been 

retrenched since November last year. 
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So much for the L.C.L. Government's industrial record. 
But is the situation one which can be remedied? iabor 
believes it is. Sweden, Northern Italy, Switzerland and 
Israel have poorer natural resources than ours, but they also 
have the one thing that we have in great measure. Skilled 
craftsmen. The very reason that we have our present. 
industrial base is because we have workmen in the State who 
have the training and skills necessary to produce high quality 
products cheaply and efficiently. We must make use of those" 
skills to provide high quality products suitable for export 
overseas - suitable especially for the markets now opening to 
us in countries near at hand. 

When the Labor Party was in office, the Industrial 
Development Department was established. We employed 
consultants to produce an Economic Resource Survey pointing 
out the areas of economic opportunity to us, the places whe're 
there were gaps in our industrial structure, and the ways we 
could obtain investment to increase the kinds of industry here. 
The whole of this programme was wrecked by the present G'overn-
ment. The report, due in 1968, was to set targets for 
industry in South Australia. It has never been published. 
The most qualified Director of Industrial Development in 
Australia was driven from his employment in the Department• 
A part-time Director was appointed in his place. And instead 
of a scientific approach to establishing the specific industries 
which were possible for us, the present Government has acted 
on a catch-as-catch-can policy hoping to induce the whims of 
particular overseas investors to settle on South Australia 
as a place for development. 

The Government's efforts in this area have been 
singularly lacking in success. Not one single major develop 
ment can be pointed to in their two yoars of office. The 
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only major housing development has been the Westlakes Scheme 
and this was already arranged by the Labor Government when 
in office, as was the commitment to an investment of $85M. 
for the scheme. • The only major industrial development which • . 
has occurred in the last two years has been the automatic . 
transmission plant at General Motors-Holdens, the first major :, 
engineering work in Holdens plants to come into South-Australia. 
But the decision to undertake this work and to put the plant 
here was again taken under the Labor Government. 

,' The Labor Party will have a new and dynamic Industrial 
Development programme. It will provide an economic resources 
survey,' establishing desirable areas of expansion and identi- ... 
fying the potential investors in those areas. ; It will set :, 
targets to produce a fully integrated South Australian. - • 
industrial complex. The Industrial Development Department 
will undertake market research to establish the kinds of: 
products which v/e can provide satisfactorily to new markets, 
now developing. We will support and seek assistance from , 
industry in establishing an Industrial Research Institute^ 
Flinders University, which will have the job of providing the 
necessary research background to the development of new: products 
suitable for production in South Australia. The Industries 
Assistance Act will be amended to provide that where there are-
industries which can be set up with profit to South Australia, 
public monies can be used to take.up share capital in them if . 
that is recommended by the Industries Development Committee. 
Country industries which have viable products but which are 
under-capitalised would also be eligible for public investment 
in this way, and thereby significant assistance can be given to 
decentralization and to obtaining diversity of employment in 
country areas. The work of the Industrial Design Center in 
Adelaide for which the money was provided originally by the 
Labor Government will be markedly expanded to ensure that the 
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whole o f air training work in South Australia is informed .. . " ^ 
^ t h tho hest possible knowledge of modern design to ensure | 
that our products are setting the pace and are leading worM | 
standards. The L a b o r .overrent in its industrial expans.cn f 

policies will seek the complete co-operation of industry so 
that there is no competition between public and private . 

investment, but that these proceed * co-operation• ^ " £ 
example is Horthern Italy, where policies of the kind I have . 

the ere at est industrial growth rate . 
outlined h a v e produced the grease . ^ 

in Europe. . v • • < ' • ' . , v . : £ 
• A 1 1 development activities in the State, will bo ; | 

centered in one department under the Minister for, development. ^ 
^ an essential part: of the State's development is the • , 
connection of the Adelaide Industrial area to the standard ; 
gauge line. : When the Labor Government was in office we . 

_ „<• -standardization of sections had prepared a complete plan of standards, 
of the n o r t n e r n division as well as the line from Adelaide to . 
crystal Brook, which would have carried out the provisions of , 
the 1 W Agreement under which the Commonwealth was to 
standardize the line to Adelaide. The present 
Government has assisted the Federal Government in postponing 
the standardisation .of the line and es a result South A u s t r a l 

• 0 fvanital is not connected to standard is the only State whose capital is no^ 
gauge. A Labor Government will fight to get immediate 

• o-h^flardisinp the rail gauge, ensuring 
Commonwealth action on standardising ™ 
that it is done without i n c r e a s i n g the number of breaks of 

gauge in the State. • 
a. „„„ nnp so far consistently A special development area - one so 

neglected in South Australia - is tourism. The work of the^ 
Tourist Bureau will be directed towards research and promotion. 

o f tho state's uninue tourist potential, specifically -
develop an area of tourist facilities and attractions extending 
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from the Coorong around and across to Kangaroo Island, and 
.ittin our old Cornish mining, centers, where will be provided 
resort facilities of standards c o m m i e with those which 
have proved so successful in New Zealand. In another. ^ 
important area of tourist potential and development, special | 
attention will be Siven'to beach maintenance assistance to ; | 

seaside councils. : ^ 
When the Labor Government was previously in office it - gf 

proposed and r e c e i v e d overwhelming public support for the ^ 
establishment of a Government Insurance Office. Labor - 1 1 
reintroduce this measure, which was thrown out by the L.C.L.-

, . o-4. T+- vri.ll be a Government dominated Upper House of this btate. It will 
insurance Office covering all insurance risks,other than life 
assurance. It will not only, through competition with 
non-government insurance offices, ensure adequate standards of 
insurance service (and in the non-tariff area particularly these 

a o not exist today) , but in addition it will provide a valuable 
source of investment in semi-governmental loans for development. 
This has been proved by Government insurance offices everywhere . 

else in Australia. 
In developing our human resources, the most important 

public investment of all is. in Education. Australia spends 
inadequate monies on Education and none of the States at present 
have sufficient money for their Education activities. Thxs is 

. the result of the utter f a i l u r e of Liberal Governments to solve 
the problems of Oommonwealth/Btate financial relations and their 
refusal to adopt the policies p u b l i c l y set forth by the Labor ,. 
Party for that purpose. However, in South Australia v the 
present L.C.L. Government has refused to s p e n d even the full 
amount of money available to it, p r e f e r r i n g rather to budget 
for an effective surplus of loan monies at a time when Education 
spending was desperately needed. The Labor Party pledges 
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itself to spend all available monies in this area. We will ^ 
participate in and support a campaign to secure direct Federal 
Government grants for Government primary and secondary schools. ^ 

We will use our financial resources to the full to provide ; . 
more and better qualified teachers, to see that there is a 
reduction in class sizes and a greater freedom of subject 
choice, to ensure that discrimination kgainst country education 
is eliminated so that country children and parents are not worse 
off for facilities and assistance than those in the city, and to 
ensure that temporary classrooms can be replaced over a -period. 

In order to provide technicians for industry in what ^ 
will be Australia's Technological Center, the work of the Instit-
ute of Technology needs to be maintained and expanded. Under ~ 
the present Government, the status.of the staff has been 
allowed to decline and in consequence recruitment of the 
necessary teachers has been made difficult. We will carry out 
the recommended proposals for staff salaries and conditions and 
will ensure in co-operation with industry that the work of the 
Institute in providing courses gives industry the supply of_ 
technicians it needs. 

Our policy will provide for the progressive establishment 
of all High Schools as schools where technical and academic-type 
courses are freely available to all students within the school. 
We will set out to replace the present unsatisfactory facilities 

/ at Wattle P a r k and Western Teachers Colleges, and as the teacher 
shortage is overcome, we will provide for the development of 
independence for Teachers Colleges within the framework of an 
Institute of Colleges. Pre-school education in South Australia 
is at a desperately low level. There will be progressive 
increases in assistance for pre-school education and provision 
for pre-school facilities for all aboriginal children in the 

State. 
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The -Labor Government ' s Education policy will also 

AS finances permit, greater clerical assistance in 

schocls and adequate relieving staffs within the.-

Education Department -

D . . ' ••• • A regular review of secondary school book allowances, 

/ . (to provide it32 for fifth year, *28 for fourth year, 
and i$22 for first, second and third year) and the 
rationalization of text book arrangements to avoid 
the current excessive costs for parents and to ensure 
the elimination of unnessary delays in the provision 
of books -
The continued development of all forms of tertiary . 
education with full support for the second medical " 

-- school at Flinders University and the South Western 

Districts Hospital -
Subsidies to learner pools in all primary schools -

Pull cooperation between the Education Department on 

the one h a n d and Local G o v e r n m e n t and Community 
organizations on the other to secure the better use 
of Playing areas and, where possible, the joint 

development and maintenance of such areas -

The rapid expansion of facilities for mentally and 
physically handicapped children including the 
encouragement of specialist training for teachers 

of such children. 

i * -6-* 

provide for:-
The rapid expansion ond development of post.school 
technical education and ail forms of adult education -

' ' The introduction of legislation to allow parent bodies 
at all schools to establish co-operatives so that bank 
borrowing can occur to finance earlier commencement 
of major projects such as Assembly Halls and Swimming - | 

.• "'•'•• •"•"• • • ; • • gf 
Pools I 
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In general, the Labor Government believes that every 
student has the right to the provision of educational docilities 
which enable the development of his or her special abilities to 
the fullest extent, no matter whether in Government or non-
Government schools. " This requires that every endeavour will 
be made to ensure that a real equality of opportunity is 
available for all children throughout the.:State and that the 
greatest emphasis is placed on the quality of our education . 
services. 

At present, with both Commonwealth and State giving 
grants to all private schools, the monies involved do not 
necessarily go to schools where the need is greatest. Wealthy 
and richly endowed schools often receive more money than needy 
ones'receive. ' ; 

Therefore, pending the establishment of a Schools 
Commission by a Commonwealth Labor Government, a State Labor 
Government will hold an investigation into the needs of non-
government schools, and in cases of proven need will offer ^ 
additional assistance. 

In South Australia our. Library services are inadequate 
Information channels are as important as irrigation channels. ' 
Information is power in a technical age. Labor will establish 
an equiry immediately to recommend a planned expansion of all 
library and information services to ensure we are in advance 
of other comparable communities, instead of trailing them as now 

It is vital for South Australia, if it is to provide 
the kind of planned and designed society we aim for, to plan a 
total physical environment. It was the Labor Government which 
gave South Australia its first effective legislation in Town 
Planning and which set up the State Planning Authority. The 
work of Town and Regional Planning which should have proceeded 
under that Authority has been crippled by the present Government 
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monies have been provided to the Development Fund needed 
* 

by the Authority for its work. { There has been insufficient 

staff. The work of the special committee set up by the 

previous Labor Government on redevelopment, areas has been 

discarded, while the amount voted by'government to work in . 

this area has been reduced to $1,000 a year (which is not 

even the part of one officer's salary).:; > . ; \ 

The Labor Government will provide additional monies 

for staff and will pay monies into the Development Fund to 

service the necessary semi-governmental loans for the work of 

the Authority. R e d e v e l o p m e n t planning will proceed and 

full support will be given to the provision of the Hackney 

Redevelopment programme recommended by the Redevelopment ^ 

Committee. It will then proceed with additional redevelopment 

projects in other inner city areas, to produce a higher 

density of population and a maximum range of choice of living 

conditions, using facilities which we have already established 
» 

and which will improve. 

We will stop the rape of the hills face zone where the 

p r e s e n t Government has allowed quarries to increase entirely 

contrary to the provisions of the original Metropolitan 

Adelaide Development Plan, and has allowed subdivisional 
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activity to be undertaken which will, if it continues, 'destroy 

the zone. 

The additional staff of the Department will allow 

more rapid planning of regions in South Australia so that provincial 

cities and their regions can develop their own plans adequately 
' T 

and at a greater speed. The Government will support assistance 

to replanning of the City of Adelaide itself to .provide a regrowth 

of population in the inner city area. 

A Labor Government will withdraw and revise the : . 

Metropolitan Adelaide Transport proposals. Freeways from 

north to south, to Teatree Gully, to Port Adelaide and Glenelg, 

will be necessary, but we do not believe that a massive 

concentration upon elevated freeways will produce eventually 

anything other than a city cut up and jammed up with private 

motor cars. We would be building problems American cities ' 

are now desperately trying to solve. The M.A.T.S. proposals 

will be re-examined by the State Planning Authority, assisted 

by a team of investigators experienced in the new technologies 

of public urban transit. They will advise firstly on how 

these newer technologies can best be incorporated into the 

development of Adelaide, and secondly how they can provide a 

new basis for industry here. We have all the technologies 

and all the industries necessary to make Adelaide the cheapest 

place of any major urban centre in the world to experiment 

with and produce economically ... ... 
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those newer forms of flexible public transit which are designed 
to end jammed-up cities and heavy air pollution. The ^962 
route for the southern freeway will not be acted on .and" when 
proposals have been agreed on by the State Planning Authority, 
it will, in accordance with the provisions of the Planning and 
Development Act, publish them and make .them subject to objections 
for six months before a final decision is.taken. 

The activities at present discharged by the Railways 

Commissioner and the Municipal Tramways Trust Board will 
brought directly u n d e r ministerial control in a Department of 
Transport where all public transport activity will be 

t -' • 

co-ordinated. Although South Australia had the first State-
owned railway in the British speaking world, we have not seen 
any significant railway expansion since 1915- Under Labor, the 
railway system will provide flexible door to door transport 
services. The Islington Railway Workshops will actively 
compete for work of all kinds in order to ensure profitability. 
•Bus and rail services will be co-ordinated and the possibility 
of running fast palletized 'bus services in conjunction with the . 
Railways will be immediately examined. */e will endeavour to ̂  ̂  
encourage the public to patronise public transport. v/e will 
require the ^introduction of periodical tickets, the provision 
of excursion fares, and reduced fares for travel at off-peak times 

To ensure that we do not have a constant deterioration 
in the conditions of life in what is now the most urban part 
of the most urban nation in the world, a Labor Government will 
introduce an Environment Act providing a fulltime administration 
studying all known forms of pollution. The administration will 
h a v e power to regulate and control, and to guarantee every 
citizen the right to a pleasant environment, free from smoke . 
fumes, industrial dust, u n r e a s o n a b l e traffic. Water and food 
will be freed from industrial waste, undue use of fertilizers 
and pesticides will end, the draining of waste into water 
basins will be controlled, and noise pollution will be controlled 
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A Labor Government will seek uniform provisions for the control 
of vehicle exhaust fumes throughout the Commonwealth. » We will 
regulate the use of hormone sprays and other weedicides and 
require that the users of such sprays and glasshouse owners 
should pay monies to a fund which ( a l o n g with penalties for - , 
misuse of the agricultural sprays) will provide a pool in the 

Government Insurance Office for compensation against destruction 

of crops and stock from sprays of this kind. 
South Australia will become not only industrially the 

skilled product centre of Australia, but also the artistic,. 
centre of Australia. We have a basis for becoming so, but 
we are in danger of losing it. All advisers with a knowledge 
of the performing arts have pointed to the fact that Adelaide . 
will not continue to be a festival city in the foreseeable ; 
future, attracting people from around the world to performances 
here, unless continuing local activity in the performing arts „ 
is encouraged and developed. With the Government's present 
proposal for a multi-purpose hall in Adelaide the only local 
organization provided for is the symphony orchestra. A Labor 
Government will support and seek public support for the 
development of other recommended performing arts facilities -
specifically, a home for the South Australian Theatre Company, 
which will be established as a statutory body -an experimental 
space available for l o c a l companies for the performance of 
threatre in the round, chamber music, experimental dance and 
drama- and adequate training and r e h e a r s a l facilities. The 
administration of grants to the arts in South Australia will 
be completely altered to ensure that money is used to the . 
b e s t developmental advantage, with assistance being given to 
professional and semi-professional companies and the children' 
theatre. A condition of the grants will be the provision 
of performances in both country areas and schools. Support 
will be given to a Trust to be formed to erect a John Bishop 
M e m o r i a l Performing Arts Centre in North Adelaide by allowing 
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it to conduct a bona fide Art Union. With expanded and more 
economic venues for the performing arts, and with support to 
professional and semi-professional bodies, attendance at and 
participation in the performing arts will become possible for 
every citizen rather than the select few. The Festival can 
then become not an oasis of arts activity in what is otherwise 
a cultural desert, but rather the culmination each two years ;. 
of the community's total.artistic effort.' 

A Labor Government will establish a State film unit 
and will work towards the provision of film studio and processing 
facilities on a site that has provision for varied outdoor 
iocation shots. The facilities will be available to independent 
producers to produce films for export, for television and for 
cinema. South Australia's light and climate are ideal for this 
purpose and with such facilities producers will be able to make 
use of the new Commonwealth grants for film productions.—They 
will find it cheaper to work here than elsewhere in Australia.. 
A special Act will be" passed making it possible to close streets 
and make them available for film shooting with proper safeguards 
to the members of the public involved. • Full co-operation-of 
the administration will be given to film producers who use the 
facilities. 

South Australia will be a healthy State. 
The present facilities at the Royal Adelaide Hospital and the 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital are hopelessly overtaxed. People 
urgently needing hospital treatment are unable to get it. 
Needed operations are postponed. The previous Labor Government 
had planned both a hospital at Modbury and a South-'Jestern • 
Districts Hospital at Flinders University which incorporated a 
ne-.v teaching hospital facility. And although the new teaching 
hospital was designed and ready to go to the Public v/orks 
Standing Committee for report in September of 1968, the 
present Government has not yet produced the plan. It is 
vital for South Australia to proceed with additional hospital 
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facilities, and these two hospitals along with the new Port 
Augusta General Hospital will "be pursued by the Labor government. 

The situation of nurses in South Australia is completely 
unsatisfactory, vie have bitter discontent and inadequate 
recruitment. There are 192 beds vacant in the Royal Adelaide y 

Hospital's North and East" Wings because of "inadequate nursing 
staff numbers. Nurses have pointed to a dangerous deterioration 
in patient care because of excessive hours of overworking by the 
existing staff. , 

A Labor Government will intervene to improve the . 
' •, 1 

rewards and conditions of nurses. More nursing aides will be 
recruited to work under nurses supervision, to do work which 
does not need full nursing qualifications and so release nurses 
for their proper tasks. 

We will set up a Nurses'- Training College as recommended 
by the Truskett Committee. It will have the status of a College . 
of Advanced Education, and will thus attract Commonwealth Funds. 
Decentralized training and training in the employers' time will 
be provided. 

We -will work towards abolishing the Honorary system^: v 
and appointing fulltime and part-time consultant staffs in 
hospitals. Conditions for Registrars and Residents in hospitals 
will be improved. 

He will continue with the programme which we commenced 
in 1965/66 of extending hospital service and accommodation and 
treatment programmes for the mentally ill and intellectually 
retarded. We will extend the community preventative treatment 
programmes. 

Labor will reverse the present Government's decision 
to disband the Cental Health Services Geriatric Unit, and 
action will be taken to increase the infirmary accommodation 
and to make fullest use of Commonwealth subsidy for this purpose. 
Adequate accommodation for old people and the chronically ill 
must be. ensured, and this will help relieve the present general 
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hospital bed shortage. 
It is our opinion that the indiscriminate u§e and 

distribution of drugs in the community is not in the best 
interests of people generally, particularly in the case of 
the young people. We will take action to bring to the 
notice of everybody - the- mature and the young - the harmful 
effects of the taking of drugs without medical supervision, 
tfe will also take action to provide for severe penalties for 
people convicted of the illegal distribution of drugs. 

i 
The Department of Social -./elfare and the Department 

of Aboriginal Affairs are to be amalgamated. Under the new y f . 

Director-General it will be the aim of government steadily 
to provide, in co-operation with Local Government, social 
welfare activities in every Local Government area, with welfare 
officers available to the general public and adequate information 
services to ensure that the public can make use of all the 
facilities available. The work of co-ordinating relief and 
maintenance payments will be undertaken to ensure that the 
public can make use of all the help available. 

The Labor Government when in office initiated a two-r .... 
fold plan for the provision of adequate recreation faicilities 
for the whole of the State. One part concerned the provision 
of open spaces, which at the moment in the metropolitan area 
are hopelessly inadequate. Monies will be provided to the 
Development Fund to ensure that recommended open space areas 
in the Metropolitan Adelaide Development Plan are purchased 
without an undue burden upon the Local Governments in.the 
areas concerned. To finance these purchases, ifc is necessary 
for Us to raise sufficient money to service the loans. This 
will be done by an additional metropolitan Land Tax which will 
cost approximately '̂ 2.00 per year on average to each suburban 
blockholder. Special remissions will be given to pensioners and 
people in real proverty. The tax will only be applicable to 
the area covered by the Metropolitan Adelaide Development Plan 
and not to the rest of the State. 
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The second point concerned indoor recreation facilities. 
The Labor Government, when in office, took a complete survey of 
all indoor recreational facilities in the State and enveloped 
prototypes which could be erected jointly by the Public, the 
Education Department and Local Government. This was to ensure 
that the money spent would be on facilities that could be used • 
round the clock and which were avilable in every urban area. 
The Labor Government will again proceed with this scheme so 
that we have a fully co-ordinated recreation areas programme, 
giving the youngsters of the State excellent facilities for their 
spare time activities. 

•.;.." :•. The training programmes of the Aboriginal Affairs 

Department will be stepped up. The Prohibition of Discrimination 
Act which the present Government has failed to administer will be 
amended to cut out any possible loopholes. It will be administered 
rigorously. The work of the Aboriginal Lands Trust will be 
supported and expanded, and the Crown ownership of Wardang 
Island will be immediately transferred to the Aboriginal Lands 
Trust which will then become the owner of the Island, though 
subject to the lease let by the present Government.; 

The Housing Trust of South Australia will undertake, ;wqrk 
in the redevelopment area which I have already outlined as well 

as its present programme and will be required to provide for: 
emergency short-term housing coses which are at present 
frequently occurring. 

With the Labor Government services will also be stepped up 
in the areas of Agriculture, Fisheries and Fauna Conservation. ^ 

The Commonwealth Government at present is not facing 
up to its responsibilities in relation to the preservation and 
development of Primary Industry. A State Labor Government will 
do everything in its Pov:cr to bring pressure on the Commonwealth 
Government to institute appropriate schemes in a number of primary 
industries so that the welfare of farmers and farming communities 
can be effectively protected. 

In view of the present quota system and its effect on 



a large percentage cf the rural community, a Labor Goverrkent 
will take necessary steps to ensure that there is a more equitable 
basis for allocating quotas so that the traditional wheat farmer, 
can remain viable, particularly in the m o r e marginal areas of the 

• State..' ' . ; 
Wool prices have deteriorated to an alarming low 

level, in fact the lowest for 20 years. An approach will be 
made - through the Agriculture Advisory Council - t o the 
Commonwealth Government to initiate talks with the United 
States G o v e r n m e n t dealing with t h e abolition of the 23* cent 
tariff on Australian greasy wool. . 

The Citrus Organization Committee has run into grave 
• administrative problems and the Labor Party will support the „ 
demand of the growers for a governmental enquiry into the 
Committee, undertaken by the Director of Lands, with a view to 
obtaining complete re-organization of activities. : 

The Agricultural Advisory Services were increased 
s p e c t a c u l a r l y during the p r e v i o u s Labor Government. A Labor 
Government will ensure that these services are expanded and 
co-ordinated, so that the maximum protection can be given to 
agriculture a n d the best p o s s i b l e a d v i s o r y s e r v i c e g i v e n to the 
man on the land. r: 

The previous. Labor Government expanded research into 
soil fertility in both field and laboratory work. It is : 

abundantly clear that the production increases now occurring 
are a result of increased fertility of our soils. We will 
e x p a n d t h e p r o g r a m m e f u r t h e r . 

The fishing industry must be conserved, but problems 

associated with its conservation have been aggravated by lack 
of research. A Labor Government will step up activity in this 

area. 
Expenditure on Fishing Havens, will be maintained and 

expanded where possible, after consultation 
the Department of Marine and Harbours. 

A Labor Government will c o m p l e t e the revision of the 
Fisheries Act commenced u n d e r t h e previous Labor Government. 
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In order to ensure "that the ecological balance 

of flora and fauna is maintained, discussions will be feeld . 
with local government bodies and interested land holders to 
determine the best ways and means of preserving it. 

The Woods and Forests Department is a great asset 
to South Australia, providing direct employment in the State 
Forests for 1,200 people, and indirect employment for a 
further 5,000 in the South East. 

Labor has always recognised the value of the soft 
wood industry, and during the previous Labor Goyernment more 
land was purchased for reafforestation in 2% years than was 
purchased on an annual basis for the previous 10 years under 
a Liberal Government. We will continue this vigorous policy 

' ' . i 
of reafforestation. We will promote the uses of Pinus Radiata. 
And we will encourage further such industrial development in the 
South East. --•..• . 

In order to ensure that citizens have adequate 
services in their Local communities, their participation in 
Local Government is vital. The Labor Government established 
the Local Government Act Revision Committee which has now "-'y 
reported its recommendations. This Report must be discussed 
with Local Government and the Labor Government will undertake 
this urgently throughout South Australia to get a broadly agreed 
basis for proceeding with the complete revision of Local Government 
activity and the legislation governing it. However, Local 
Government is not merely the concern of people who pay rates. 
It has to provide facilities to people of all ages and classes 
throughout the State. To ensure these peoples1 democratic rights, 
the Labor Government will immediately provide for adult suffrage 
and compulsory voting for Local Government. Provision will be 
made also for the erection and conduct by Local Government of 
aged people's homes and attendant facilities. These can be run 
by Local Government directly, or in co-operation with aged 
persons organizations or co-operatives. 



A State may provide environment planning, quality 
development and human and communal services, but they amount 
to little unless citizens have the rights of citizenship and a 
voice in the processes of Government. The freedoms of citizens 
are vital to the development of a properly designed society. 
Therefore, the Labor Government will immediately reintroduce 
its proposals making 18 the age of majority for all citizens, -
instead of the present age of 21. The age of majority will 
apply for all purposes including voting and making contracts, 
though in accordance with its traditions, the Labor Party ^ 
will leave its members free to vote according to conscience 
on the subject of the age of majority applying for drinking • 
and betting. All specific restrictions placed upon people 
because they are under the age of 21 years will be removed. 

The present absurd laws relating to raffles and small-
scale sporting and charitable lotteries will be completely 
revised. Small scale-raffles where the tickets are not priced . 
at greater than 20 cents and the value of the prizes.is not 
greater than $200 will be completely free from any control. 
Raffles where larger prizes are offered and where tickets are 
more expansive will require to be licensed by the Chiejr Secretary* 
Department. The returns from such raffles will have to'be*'filed 
showing the bona fide, profit to the charitable, artistic or 
sporting bodies to whom licences will be granted. Further, we 
will provide for the revision of the Collection for Charitable 
Purposes Act to ensure that monies subscribed by the public for 
charitable purposes reach the purposes for which they are intended 
and are not absorbed by unduly high costs of promotion. 

Every citizen has to live subject to the law. 
Therefore every citizen should have an equal and effective 
voice with every other citizen in what the law should be which 
governs him. In South Australia that is still not the case. 
The Labor Party will pursue its policy of providing one vote 
one value in the distribution of electoral districts. The 
Upper House of South Australia still has a complete right to 
say "No" to anything the popularly elected House, which provides 
the Government, may do. The Legislative Council has consistently 
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interfered with measures proposed "by Labor administrations or by » 
Labor while it is in opposition. They rejected the mandate of 
the previous Labor Government for the establishment of a Government 
Insurance Office. They have rejected measures for electoral 
reform. They have denied.to workers of this State protections 
similar to those existing elsewhere in the building trade which 
aim at providing no less than award wages, to sub-contractors. 
They have interfered with revenue measures, hampered Town Planning 
legislation, held up Builders' Licensing, reduced gift duty 
provisions for the more wealthy, refused aborigines mineral rights 
in their own lands the list can go on and on. 

As a first step to reform the Upper House, the Labor 
Party proposes adult suffrage and compulsory voting for Upper 
House elections and a redistribution of the electoral districts, 
in the Upper House to provide for one vote one value. As only 
half the Upper House will retire at any one time, this will mean 
that the Upper House is constituted differently from the Lower 
House which is elected as a whole each general election. It will 
give it the opportunity of working genuinely as a House of Review, 
rather than as it is at the moment, a bastion of selfish privilege. 

In order to function freely and happily in a satisfactory 
society, citizens must be protected from harm to their persons and 
property. This is the purpose of the criminal law. At the moment 
however, our criminal law is overlaid with many ancient and outmoded 
provisions both in its substance and in the way in which it is 
administered. It is essential for us to release the Police Force 
for its essential duty - the protection of persons and property 
from harm done to them by others, and the detection of serious 
crimes which harm people and property. 

The Labor Party will establish a special commission for 
v' 

the revision of the criminal law and its administration, with a 
specific duty of considering the removal from the criminal law 
outmoded attempts of that law to invade the spheres of private 
morality and social welfare. • The criminal law is an inferior 
and improper instrument for imposing the good life on others. It 
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is not for the enforcement of morality "but for the protection of 
persons and property from others. Our revision of the criminal 

* sf'h 
law will leave people free to live their lives as they-wish" so £ 
long as they do not harm others. It will improve the effective-
ness of our law enforcement agencies for their real and proper •'. 
purpose. The effectiveness of the Police Force to thus maintain gfev 

f; . v'iTi 
proper law and order will be improved and enhanced. We would also 
undertake an enquiry into State prisons .and detention centres to 
ensure a rational plan for the subsequent development of appropriate 
modern and humane institutions. 

The Labor Government will also pass legislation to 
control the use, whether by Government or private persons, of aural 
and visual intrusion devices which deprive citizens of their rights 
to privacy. And if, as we believe, every citizen is entitled to 
be protected from harm, then harm from improper activities in 
building and the sale of goods and services should be ended. When 
it was in office, the Labor Government set out to provide protec-
tions which did not at the time exist. The work begun has been set 
aside by the present Government. It must be undertaken once again 
and a great era of law reform and protection for the public-will 
commence anew. In particular, the new Labor Government will 
proclaim the Builders Licensing Act which was passed by the previous 
Labor Government, but which has not been acted on by the present 
Government. 

In the administration of new Consumer Protection laws, 
Courts will be given the right to investigate contracts and where 
the parties are not in equal bargaining positions, they will be 
empowered if it is just aiid equitable to do so, to set aside or to 
re-write the contract to ensure fairness and, equal terms. 

Door to door sales legislation providing for a compulsory 
"cooling off" period will be passed. A supervision over door to y 
door salesmen will be introduced through a licensing system. 

A new system of registration of cars will be introduced 
so that it becomes a registration of title to motor vehicles and 
re-registration can occur in regional areas of the State. Used 
car dealers will be required to disclose such defects in their • 
vehicles which are ascertainable by any reasonably expert examination. 
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Theprinciples of the proposals of the Adela'iad3a«3iJMolHeport 
for a new legal basis for consumer credit transactions will 
be acted upon, and laws will be passed prohibiting misleading 

advertising. 
Perhaps the most worrying economic, point for the 

average person is the break-neck speed at w h i c h , the .cost of living 
is rising. During the past two years as part of its policy of 
free-for-all the L . C . L . Government has drastically reducod the 
number of goods under price control. In September, ^968, price 
control was lifted on some thirty-two items, including many _ . 

b u i l d i n g materials, along with clothing, soft drinks, and cooking 

utensils. ; 

The then Treasurer, Mr. Pearson, also announced at • 
the same time that many items would remain u n d e r control, hut 
that the P r i c e s Commissioner would not fix prices on them unless 
action became necessary/whatever that meant. And so we now 
see that even items which are s u p p o s e d l y u n d e r price control 
have been rising significantly. This has meant simply that the 
L.C.L. c o u n t e n a n c e d a reduction in spending power. . In addition 
to the seven new taxes, it h a s imposed on South A u s t r a l i a n s "price 

v increases that have cut into every area of family budgeting. 
Train and 'bus f a r e s have increased significantly, bread is :up, 
w a t e r rates have gone up a n d are going u p further, sewerage rates 
have b e e n increased, and petrol, milk, butter, meat, soft drinks, 
clothing lines, doctors'' fees, university fees, liquor prices, 
fishing licences, car licences, a n d most recently n e w s p a p e r s have 
all been increased. But the list does not end there. 

Perhaps the greatest area of L.C.L. failure in this 
regard, apart from the increase in costs for staple foods, is 
the spectacular rise in building materials. During its term 
of office the prices of building materials have risen 8.3%. 
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• A Labor Government will administer the Prices Act 
to protect the purchasing power of money in this State. 
It will change the present disastrous course. 

The Prices Commissioner will also be given wider 
powers to investigate cases of unfair trade practice, and to 
pursue and obtain civil remedies for members of the public who 
have been unfairly dealt with in consumer transactions. 
Protection will be given on consumer qredit transactions in 
cases of unavoidable unemployment and sickness. And further, 
laws will be passed providing that in insurance contracts, 
insurance companies will not be able to rely on mere technical 
breaches of policy which do not materially affect the insurer's, 
position, in order to avoid their liability to the insured. 
Nor will they be able to avoid liability if breaches have not 
contributed to loss. 

The Labor Party believes that employees must be 
provided with adequate protections in the conditions of their, 
employment, and legislation will be introduced to establish, 
these protections. 

We recognise that the maintenance of good industrial 
relations is important for the wellbeing of the people of;, this 
State, and in ensuring that these good relationships continue 
our policy will encourage conciliation between parties'before 
they resort to arbitration. 

The present Government has made no attempt to amend the 
Industrial Code to facilitate proceedings before the Industrial 
Commission. 

Under a Labor Government the Industrial Code will be • 
completely revised to provide an improved system of conciliation 
and arbitration and to grant specific power for the Commission 
to make interim awards. 
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Every effort will be made to provide safe-working 
conditions in all forms of industry within the State. 

Records of the Department of Labor & Industry 
show, unfortunately, that almost 10,000 accidents occur each 
year in industry which,involve,time off from work of one week 
or more. 

Workmen's Compensation should be an insurance 
against disablement during the course of employment, but at 
present an injured workman and his family suffer severe 
financial embarrassment when the workman is absent from work 
and receiving payments much less than his normal wage. 

V. A L a b o r Government will increase the present amount 
of weekly payments, will ensure that payments to a workman 
when absent on compensation shall not cease until the claim 
has been settled, and generally modernise the Workmen's 
Compensation Act to simplify, and shorten procedures to enforce 
compensation. 

We will introduce legislation to establish four 
weeks annual leave for salaried officers of the Public Service. 

In accordance with our policy of granting workers 
adequate long service leave entitlements, a Labor Government 
will legislate for three months long service leave after ten 
years service. 

A Labor Government will increase the sick leave 
entitlement for weekly paid Government employees from five days 
a year to ten days a year. The present provision has applied 
in the Railways since 1942 and in other Departments since 1944. 

A Labor Government will negotiate increases in service 
pay to Government employees and will extend the ambit of service 
pay to eliminate anomalies. 
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To ensure the health of the industries involved and 

* 

to restrain prices, a Labor Government will amend t&e Early 
Closing Act to provide:-

Five day week baking throughout the State -
Five and a half day week retail butchering 

• S 
throughout the State - ' . ' • 

Revision of the list of exempt goods and shops, and -
. No extension of Friday nigjit shopping beyond areas 

where it now obtains. 
The present Government took office on a cry that 

State taxes were too high, though it failed to tell the 
community that it proposed to do anything more 
than reduce them. It also bitterly assailed the Labor 
Government for using loan monies for work that all other States 
used such monies for. It then, in office, increased taxes 
more than 20% per head, in the first year. It also itself 
charged all the classes of works to loon monies which Labor 
had done, and added a few more for good measure. The 
Australian Labor Party believes voters should clearly be -told 
what the financial future holds. 

South Australia, if it is to have an adequate . 
standard of services, will require more revenue, but the Labor 
Government will aim to see that its revenue measures do not act 
to increase industrial costs. 

The Labor Government will amend the provisions 
and gift duty 

relating to receipt duty/to remove anomalies. We will alter 
the incidence of succession duty to give remissions to a spouse 
inheriting a house, and to the inheritors of smaller estates, 
and to inheritors of primary producing property. Other 
special remissions will be removed and successions aggregated, 
and rates of duty on larger successions increased. In this way, 
rates of duty will approximate those in other States, and. no 
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longer, as now, will the poor pay too much and the wealthy, 
too little. I 

In view of the grave difficulties in the rural 
sector of our economy, the Labor Government will act to 
increase exemptions on land tax for Primary Producing property 
We will review the assessments for such properties which are 
now due to go out in July at the end of the current five- year 
period, since they were made before the current rural 
recession had affected land values. . . 

The last two years have been very disappointing ones 
for the people of South Australia. This Party, which you 
elect'ed^with a majority vote, was not allowed to govern. 
Our policies and planning were discarded. Children in sdhools 
were treated disdainfully. Individual rights were ignored. 
Prejudice began to be displayed again. An old regime re- ; 
established itself. 

That will 
now all end. Labor's plan is for more 

change and growth for South Australia than any State has 
witnessed since Federation. To do the job, the new Labor 
Government Ministry has all the needed qualities of youth, . 
experience and tertiary qualifications. It has more of these 
qualities than any Ministry this State has known, and far 
more than our opponents can meagrely muster. "We intend to 
set an unbeatable standard of social advancement in this 
State. Join Labor in making our lives, bur cities, our 
environment, our industries, our services, the envy of 
Australasia. 

South Australia can set the pace. It can happen 
here. We can do it. 

For South Australia's sake - vote Labor. 
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Labor comes to these elections with the most comprehensive !t 
plan for change and growth any State has seen since Federation. • $ 

/ • % 
It's a plan for action now - with.new ideas in development, new 
approaches in education, new planning for the environment, new if 
freedom for the individual, and new, real, strong economic and 

/ legal protection for everyone." / 

Labor believes this State is at the cross roads. The 
decision taken at these elections will determine the course South 
Australia will take during the thirty years left in this century. 

In other parts of the Commonwealth, they call us the 
Cinderella State. And the L.C.L. has been our Godmother. With 
each wave of its legislative wand it's turned our coaches into 
pumpkins. In two divided, confused years, the L.C.L. has 
drastically reduced our variety of industries and severely cut our 
services. Our"development, our education, our freedom, our 

j 7 ' 
environment and our protections, have all suffered. 
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This course must change. With Labor, South Australia will 
become the technological, the design, the social reform, and the ^ 
artistic centre of Australia. It will be the State with the most I 
highly developed and diversified economy. The State which 
provides the complete range of human and community services. 
We'll set a standard of social advancement that the whole of 
Australia will envy. 

We believe South Australia can set the pace. It can 
happen here. We can do it. 

A Labor Government will achieve planned development of 
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our material and human resources. 

With our material resources, under the previous Labor 
Government, we had determined to see that forward planning 
was undertaken with our water resources. As our population 
expands, even with additional storages on the River Murray we 
won't be able to depend on it for 85% of'our water supply,as 
we do now. The previous Labor Government therefore called 
for submissions from around the world, from the leading water 
research centers, to hold an investigation into all possible 
sources of water supply to South Australia that could be 
developed for the rest of this century. This included 
investigation of the South East Ground waters to ascertain 
hov/ they should be used for development of that regio.n of the 
State - examination of re-use of water in the Metropolitan. 
Adelaide Water district - how desalination could be most cheaply 
effected within our industrial structure - and ways of conserving 
and storing the enormous run-off of water which occurs period-
ically in the arid north of the State. 

The tenders to undertake this work were in hand when the 
L.C.L. Government took office. They were scrapped and the 
necessary investigation work has not now been done. The 
Labor Party will immediately proceed with this vital measure of 
planning South Australia's water future. 

In relation to the Murray River we will re-negotiate 
the Agreement concerning the building of the Dartmouth Dam to ^ 
ensure that South Australia's legal rights to the building of 
the Chowilla Dam are not ended. We will demand, further, that 
new computer studies are made to ascertain the benefits of 
operating dams at both Dartmouth and Chowilla. We will seek 
to negotiate a commencing date for Chowilla to be inserted in an 
enforceable agreement. 

South Australia was once Australia's richest area in 
known minerals, and our potential mineral resources are great. 
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They, must be discovered, developed and exploited. It was 
the previous Labor Government which made the contracts and 
raised the money for the building of the natural gas pipeline 
to Adelaide which now provides the cheapest natural gas to 
industry anywhere in the Commonwealth. Our next urgent task 

\ 

is to revise the Mining Act to ensure that we get the needed 
geochemical and geophysical surveys of our mineral potential. 
While the rights of small opal prospectors must be maintained, 
the Mining Act (which is now really a gouger's Act appropriate 
to mining conditions of the last century) will be completely 
modernised. Further, Labor will support the establishment in 
South Australia of a Mining Research Institute, in which •' 
industry will be invited to participate, and which will make 
the State the center of mining investigation for the whole of 
Australia. 

South Australia's economy is vulnerable. Our industries 
are centered on the production of motor cars and home appliances 
71% of our industry is in this area and 85% of its products are 
sold on Australian markets outside South Australia. Whenever 
the economy of Australia takes a down-turn, whenever the 
Federal Government decides that it must reduce consumer spending 
South Australia's products are the first things people stop 
buying. When the purse strings are tightened in New South 
Wales and Victoria, South Australia strangles. 

As a result, in 1961/62 unemployment in South Australia 
rose to 3.1% of the work force. With a similar down-turn in 
interstate markets in 1966/67, unemployment rose to 2.3%. We 
cannot afford this kind of Stop-Go industrial base. Yet the 
present Government has refused to take any steps to remedy the 
situation or to diversify our economy so that it is not subject 
to these interstate fluctuations. Indeed, under the Liberal 
Government there'has been an actual narrowing, not a widening, 
of our industrial base. During the L.C.L. Government's term 
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of office a significant number of companies have reduced or 
ended their operations in this State. For example: 

Towmotors' factory at Elizabeth closed in late 1969. 
In February this year 10% of E.K.I.Electronics Salisbury 
workforce was laid off. 

In Whyalla, Wardrop and Carroll Structural Engineers 
announced that they are withdrawing their whole 
operations - with 43 laid off immediately. 

In February this year Perry Engineering laid off 37 of 
their staff. 

At David Shearer in Mannum over 100 less are employed 
following retrenchments and a policy of not replacing 
staff, while at John Shearer in Kilkenny the reduction in 
the workforce has been over 200. 

\ 

At Horwood Bagshaw thirty men were retrenched last December. 
At Simpson Pope there has been a 10% reduction in 

non productive staff. 
Wilbild at Birkenhead retrenched thirty men in February 

of this year, 
while Arcweld on Grand Junction Road drastically reduced 

operations. 
Davies Coop closed down its South Australian operations. 
Freighter Industries have been forced to retrench some 

one hundred members of its workforce, specifically because 
of South Australian Government policy. 

The Electrical Contractors, H.H. Green reduced their 
activity. 

Humes Proprietary Limited, pipemakers, reduced staff through 
lack of sales. 

The Electrical Contractors, 17.J. and V. Burke closed down. 
Master Refrigeration Company in Whyalla closed down. 
Rosella Foods shifted from South Australia. 
And at Adelaide Ship Construction, over two hundred have been 

retrenched since November last year. 
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So much for the L.C.L. Government's industrial record. 
But is the situation one which can be remedied? Labor 
believes it is. Sweden, Northern Italy, Switzerland; and 
Israel have poorer natural resources than ours, but they also 
have the one thing that we have in great measure. Skilled 
craftsmen. The very reason that we have our present 
industrial base is because we have workmen in the State who 
have the training and skills necessary to produce high quality 
products cheaply and efficiently. We must make use of those 
skills to provide high quality products suitable for export 
overseas - suitable especially for the markets now opening to 
us in countries near at hand. 

When the Labor Party was in office, the Industrial 
Development Department was established. We employed' 
consultants to produce an Economic Resource Survey pointing 
out the areas of economic opportunity to us, the places where 
there were gaps in our industrial structure, and the ways we 
could obtain investment to increase the kinds of industry here. 
The whole of this programme was wrecked by the present Govern-
ment. The report, due in 1968, was to set targets for 
industry in South Australia. It has never been published. 
The most qualified Director of Industrial Development in 
Australia was driven from his employment in the Department. 
A part-time Director was appointed in his place. And instead 
of a scientific approach to establishing the specific industries 
which were possible for us, the present Government has acted 
on a catch-as-catch-can policy hoping to induce the whims of 
particular overseas investors to settle on South Australia 
as a place for development. 

The Government's efforts in this area have been 
singularly lacking in success. Not one single major develop-
ment can be pointed to in their two years of office. The 
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only major housing development has been the Westlakes Scheme 
and this was already arranged by the Labor Government when 
in office, as was the commitment to an investment of $85M. 
for the scheme. The only major industrial development which 
has occurred in the last two years has been the automatic 
transmission plant at General Motors-Holdens, the first major 
engineering work in Holdens plants to come into South Australia. 
But the decision to undertake this work and to put the plant 
here was again taken under the Labor Government. 

The Labor Party will have a new and dynamic Industrial 
Development programme. It will provide an economic resources 
survey, establishing desirable areas of expansion and identi-
fying the potential investors in those areas. It will set 
targets to produce a fully integrated South Australian 
industrial complex. The Industrial Development Department 
will undertake market research to establish the kinds of 
products which we can provide satisfactorily to new markets 
now developing. We will support and seek assistance from 
industry in establishing an Industrial Research Institute at 
Flinders University, which will have the job of providing the 
necessary research background to the development of new products 
suitable for production in South Australia. The Industries 
Assistance Act will be amended to provide that where there are 
industries which can be set up with profit to South Australia, 
public monies can be used to take.up share capital in them if 
that is recommended by the Industries Development Committee. 
Country industries which have viable products but which are 
under-capitalised would also be eligible for•public investment 
in this way, and thereby significant assistance can be given to 
decentralization and to obtaining diversity of employment in 
country areas. The work of the Industrial Design Center in 
Adelaide for which the money was provided originally by the 
Labor Government will be markedly expanded to ensure that the 
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whole of curtraining work in South Australia is informed 
with the best possible knowledge of modern design to ensure 
that our products are setting the pace and are leading world 
standards. The Labor Government in its industrial expansion^ • 
policies will seek the complete co-operation of industry so 
that there is no competition between public and private 
investment, but that these proceed in co-operation. Our 
example is Northern Italy, where policies of the kind I have 
outlined have produced the greatest industrial growth rate 
in Europe. 

All development activities in the State will be 
centered in one department under the Minister for Development. 
And an essential part of the State's development is the 
connection of the Adelaide Industrial area to the standard 
gauge line. When the Labor Government was in office, we 
had prepared a complete plan of standardization of sections 
of the nortnern division as well as the line from Adelaide to 
Crystal Brook, which would have carried out the provisions of 
the 1949 Agreement under which the Commonwealth was to 
standardize the line to Adelaide. The present State 
Government has assisted the Federal Government in postponing 
the standardisation of the line and as a result South Australia 
is the only State whose capital is not connected to standard 
gauge. A Labor Government will fight to get immediate 
Commonwealth action on standardising the rail gauge, ensuring 
that it is done without increasing the number of breaks of 
gauge in the State. 

A special development area - one so far consistently 
neglected in South Australia - is tourism. The work of the 
Tourist Bureau will be directed towards research and promotion 
of the State's unique tourist potential, specifically to 
develop an area of tourist facilities and attractions extending 

i 
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from the Coorong around and across to Kangaroo Island, and 
within our old Cornish mining centers, where will be provided 
resort facilities of standards comparable with those which 
have proved so successful in New Zealand. In another, 
important area of tourist potential and development, special 
attention will be given to beach maintenance assistance to 
seaside councils. 

When the Labor Government was previously in office it 
proposed and received overwhelming public support for the 
establishment of a Government Insurance Office. Labor will 
reintroduce this measure which was thrown out by the L.C.L.-
dominated Upper House of this State. It will be a Government 
Insurance Office covering all insurance risks other than life 
assurance. It will not only, through competition with 
non-government insurance offices, ensure adequate standards of 
insurance service (and in the non-tariff area particularly these 
do not exist today), but in addition it will provide a valuable 
source of investment in semi-governmental loans for development. 
This has been proved by Government insurance offices everywhere 
else in Australia. 

In developing our human resources, the most important 
public investment of all is in Education. Australia spends 
inadequate monies on Education and none of the States at present 
have sufficient money for their Education activities. This is 
the result of the utter failure of Liberal Governments to solve 
the problems of Commonwealth/State financial relations and their 
refusal to adopt the policies publicly set forth by the Labor 
Party for that purpose. However, in South Australia, the 
present L.C.L. Government has refused to spend even the full 
amount of money available to it, preferring rather to budget 
for an effective surplus of loan monies at a time when Education 
spending was desperately needed. The Labor Party pledges 
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itself to spend all available monies in this area. We will 
participate in and support a campaign to secure direct Federal 
Government grants for Government primary and secondary schools . 

We will use our financial resources to the full to provide 
more and better qualified teachers, to see that there is a 
reduction in class sizes and a greater freedom of subject 
choice, to ensure that discrimination against country education 
is eliminated so that country children and parents are not worse 
off for facilities and assistance than those in the city, and to 
ensure that temporary classrooms can be replaced over a period. 

In order to provide technicians for industry in what 
will be Australia's Technological Center, the work of the Instit-
ute of Technology needs to be maintained and expanded. Under 
the present Government, the status of the staff has been 
allowed to decline and in consequence recruitment of the 
necessary teachers has been made difficult. We will carry out 
the recommended proposals for staff salaries and conditions and 
will ensure in co-operation with industry that the work of the 
Institute in providing courses gives industry the supply of 
technicians it needs. 

Our policy will provide for the progressive establishment 
of all High Schools as schools where technical and academic-type 
courses are freely available to all students within the school. 
We will set out to replace the present unsatisfactory facilities 
at Wattle Park and Western Teachers Colleges, and as the teacher 
shortage is overcome, we will provide for the development of 
independence for Teachers Colleges within the framework of an 
Institute of Colleges. Pre-school education in South Australia 
is at a desperately low level. There will be progressive 
increases in assistance for pre-school education and provision 
for pre-school facilities for all aboriginal children in the 
State. 
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The Labor Government's Education policy will also 

provide for:*- ; 

The rapid expansion and development of post-school 
technical education and all forms of adult education -
The introduction of legislation to:allow parent bodies 
at all schools to establish co-operatives so that bank 
borrowing can occur to finance earlier commencement |V;-. 

rf. 
of major projects such as Assembly Halls and Swimming iH 
Pools -

i> ' 
As.finances permit, greater clerical assistance in 

< i • t' 
schools and adequate relieving staffs within the 
Education Department -

• fe 
A regular review of secondary school book allowances, tj;*:, 
(to provide $32 for fifth year, $28 for fourth year, </••:"• 
and $22 for first, second and third year) and the H-

f .jr j 
rationalization of text book arrangements to avoid fg-
the current excessive costs for parents and to ensure 5 ; 
the elimination of unnessary delays in the provision 
of books - ' . 

The continued development of all forms of tertiary 
education with full support for the second medical 
school at Flinders University and the South Western -0, 

'f- '* 

Districts Hospital - • 

Subsidies to learner pools in all primary schools -

Full cooperation between the Education Department on ^ 
01 the one hand and Local Government and Community 
/y 

organizations on the other to secure the better use 
of playing areas and, where possible, the joint M 
development and maintenance of such areas -
The rapid expansion of facilities for mentally and 
physically handicapped children including the 
encouragement of specialist training for teachers 
of such children. 
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In general, the Labor Government believes that every 
student has the right to the provision of educational!facilities 
which enable the development of his or her special abilities to 
the fullest extent, no matter whether in Government or non-
Government schools. This requires that every endeavour will 
be made to ensure that a real equality of opportunity is ' 
available for all children throughout the State and that the 
greatest emphasis is placed on the quality of our education 
services. 

At present, with both Commonwealth and State giving 
grants to all private schools, the monies involved do not 
necessarily go to schools where the need is greatest. Wealthy 
and richly endowed schools often receive more money than needy 
ones receive. 

Therefore, pending the establishment of a Schools 
Commission by a Commonwealth Labor Government, a State Labor 
Government will hold an investigation into the needs of non-
government schools, and in cases of proven need will offer 

i/1' 
additional assistance. 

In South Australia our.Library services are inadequate 
Information channels are as important as irrigation channels. ' 
Information is power in a technical age. Labor will establish 
an equiry immediately to recommend a planned expansion of all 
library and information services to ensure we are in advance 
of other comparable communities, instead of trailing them as now 

It is vital for South Australia, if it is to provide 
the kind of planned and designed society we aim for, to plan a 
total physical environment. It was the Labor Government which 
gave South Australia its first effective legislation in Town 
Planning and which set up the State Planning Authority. The 
work of Town and Regional Planning which should have proceeded • 
under that Authority has been crippled by the present Government 
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monies have been provided to the Development Fund needed 

by the Authority for its work. There has been insufficient 

staff. The work of the special committee set up by the 

previous Labor Government on redevelopment areas has been 

discarded, while the amount voted by government to work in 

this area has been reduced to $1,000 a year (which is not 

even the part of one officer's salary). 

The Labor Government will provide additional monies 

for staff and will pay monies into the Development Fund to 
\ " 

service the necessary semi-governmental loans for the work of 

the Authority. Redevelopment planning will proceed and 

full support will be given to the provision of the Hackney 

Redevelopment programme recommended by the Redevelopment 

Committee. It will then proceed with additional redevelopment 

projects in other inner city areas, to produce a higher 

density of population and a maximum range of choice of living 

conditions, using facilities which we have already established 

and which will improve. 

We will stop the rape of the hills face zone where the 

present Government has allowed quarries to increase entirely 

contrary to the provisions of the original Metropolitan 

Adelaide Development Plan, and has allowed subdivisional 
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activity to be undertaken which will, if it continues, destroy 

the zone. 

The additional staff of the Department will allow 

more rapid planning of regions in South Australia so that provincial 

cities and their regions can develop their own plans adequately 

and at a greater speed. The Government will support assistance 

to replanning of the City of Adelaide itself to provide a regrowth 

of population in the inner city area. 

A Labor Government will withdraw and revise the 

Metropolitan Adelaide Transport proposals. Freeways from 

north to south, to Teatree Gully, to Port Adelaide and Glenelg, 

will be necessary, but we do not believe that a massive 

concentration upon elevated freeways will produce eventually 

anything other than a city cut up and jammed up with private 

motor cars. We would be building problems American cities 

are now desperately trying to solve. The M.A.T.S. proposals 

will be re-examined by the State Planning Authority, assisted 

by a team of investigators experienced in the new technologies 

of public urban transit. They will advise firstly on how 

these newer technologies can best be incorporated into the 

development of Adelaide, and secondly how they can provide a 

new basis for industry here. We have all the technologies 

and all the industries necessary to make Adelaide the cheapest 

place of any major urban centre in the world to experiment 

with and produce economically ... ...< 
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those newer forms of flexible public transit which are designed 
to end jammed-up cities and heavy air pollution. The 1962 
route for the southern freeway will not be acted on and when 
proposals have been agreed on by the State Planning Authority, 
it will, in accordance with the provisions of the Planning and 
Development Act, publish them and make them subject to objections 
for six months before a final decision is taken. 

The activities at present discharged by the Railways 
Commissioner and the Municipal Tramways Trust Board will be 
brought directly under ministerial control in a Department of 
Transport where all public transport activity will be properly 
co-ordinated. Although South Australia had the first State-
owned railway in the British speaking world, we have not seen 
any significant railway expansion since 1915. Under Labor, the 
railway system., will provide flexible door to door transport 
services. The Islington Railway Workshops will actively 
compete for work of all kinds in order to ensure profitability. 
'Bus and rail services will be co-ordinated and the possibility 
of running fast palletized 'bus services in conjunction with the 
Railways will be immediately examined. v'/e will endeavour to 
encourage the public to patronise public transport. vie will 
require the reintroduction of periodical tickets, the provision 
of excursion fares, and reduced fares for travel at off-peak times 

To ensure that we do not have a constant deterioration 
in the conditions of life in what is now the most urban part 
of the most urban nation in the world, a Labor Government will 
introduce an Environment Act providing a fulltime administration 
studying all known forms of pollution. The administration will 
have power to regulate and control, and to guarantee every 
citizen the right to a pleasant environment, free from smoke 
fumes, industrial dust, unreasonable traffic. Water and food 
will be freed from industrial waste, undue use of fertilizers 
and pesticides will end, the draining of waste into water 
basins will be controlled, and noise pollution will be controlled. 
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A Labor Government will seek uniform provisions for the control 
of vehicle exhaust fumes throughout the Commonwealth. We will 
regulate the use of hormone sprays and other weedicides and 
require that the users of such sprays and glasshouse owners 
should pay monies to a fund which (along with penalties for 
misuse of the agricultural sprays) will provide a pool in the 
Government Insurance Office for compensation against destruction 
of crops and stock from sprays of this kind. 

South Australia will become not only industrially the 
skilled product centre of Australia, but also the artistic 
centre of Australia. We have a basis for becoming so, but 
we are in danger of losing it. All advisers with a knowledge 
of the performing arts have pointed to the fact that Adelaide 
will not continue to be a festival city in the foreseeable 
future, attracting people from around the world to performances 

A . -x 1 
here, unless continuing local activity in the performing arts ^ 
is encouraged and developed. With the Government's present' 
proposal for a multi-purpose hall in Adelaide the only local 
organization provided for is the symphony orchestra. A Labor 
Government will support and seek public support for the 
development of other recommended performing arts facilities -
specifically, a home for the South Australian Theatre Company, ^ 
which will be established as a statutory body - an experimental 
space available for local companies for the performance of 
threatre in the round, chamber music, experimental dance and 
drama- and adequate training and rehearsal facilities. The 
administration of grants to the arts in South Australia will 
be completely altered to ensure that money is used to the 
best developmental advantage, with assistance being given to 
professional and semi-professional companies and the children's 
theatre. A condition of the grants will be the provision 
of performances in both country areas and schools. Support 
will be given to a Trust to be formed to erect a John Bishop 
Memorial Performing Arts Centre in North Adelaide by allowing 
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it to conduct a bona fide Art'Union. With expanded and more 
economic venues for the performing arts, and with support to 
professional and semi-professional bodies, attendance at and 
participation in the performing arts will become possible for 
every citizen•rather than the select few. The Festival can 
then become not an oasis of arts activity in what is otherwise 
a cultural desert, but rather the culmination each two years 
of the community's total.artistic effort. 

- \ 

A Labor Government will establish a State film unit 
and will work towards the provision of film studio and'processing 
facilities on a site that has provision for varied outdoor 
location shots. The facilities will be available to independent 
producers to produce films for export, for television and for 
cinema. South Australia's light and climate are ideal for this 
purpose and with such facilities producers will be able to make 
use of the new' Commonwealth grants for film productions. —They 
will find it cheaper to work here than elsewhere in Australia. 
A special Act will be passed making it possible to close streets 
and make them available for film shooting with proper safeguards 
to the members of the public involved. Full co-operation of 
the administration will be given to film producers who use the 
facilities. 

South Australia will be a healthy State. 
The present facilities at the Royal Adelaide Hospital and the 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital are hopelessly overtaxed. People 
urgently needing hospital treatment are unable to get it. 
Needed operations are postponed. The previous Labor Government 
had planned both a hospital at Modbury and a South-Western ^ 
Districts Hospital at Flinders University which incorporated a 
new teaching hospital facility. And although the new teaching 
hospital was designed and ready to go to the Public Works 
Standing Committee for report in September of 1968, the 
present Government has not yet produced the plan. It is 
vital for South Australia to proceed with additional hospital 
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facilities, and these two hospitals along with the new Port 
Augusta General Hospital will be pursued by the Labor Government. 

The situation of nurses in South Australia is completely 
unsatisfactory. We have bitter discontent and inadequate 
recruitment. There are 192 beds vacant in the Royal Adelaide ^ 
Hospital's North and East Wings because of inadequate nursing 
staff numbers. Nurses have pointed to a dangerous deterioration 
in patient care because of excessive hours of overworking by the 
existing staff. 

A Labor Government will intervene to improve the 
rewards and conditions of nurses. More nursing aides will be 
recruited to work under nurses supervision, to do work which 
does not need full nursing qualifications and so release nurses 
for their proper tasks. 

iVe will set up a Nurses'- Training College as recommended 
by the Truskett Committee. It will have the status of a College 
of Advanced Education, and will thus attract Commonwealth Funds. 
Decentralized training and training in the employers' time will 
be provided. 

We will work towards abolishing the Honorary system, 
and appointing fulltime and part-time consultant staffs in • 
hospitals. Conditions for Registrars and Residents in hospitals 
will be improved. 

t?e will continue with the programme which we commenced 
in 1965/66 of extending hospital service and accommodation and 
treatment programmes for the mentally ill and intellectually 
retarded. \7e will extend the community preventative treatment 
programmes. 

Labor will reverse the present Government's decision 
to disband the Mental Health Services Geriatric Unit, and 
action will be taken to increase the infirmary accommodation 
and to make fullest use of Commonwealth subsidy for this purpose. 
Adequate accommodation for old people and the chronically ill 
must be ensured, and this will help relieve the present general 
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hospital bed shortage. 
It is our opinion that the indiscriminate use and 

distribution of drugs in the community is not in the best 
interests of people generally, particularly in the case of 
the young people. We will take action to bring to the 
notice of everybody - the mature and the young - the harmful 
effects of the taking of drugs without medical supervision. 
We will also take' action to provide for severe penalties for 
people convicted of the illegal distribution of drugs. 

The Department of Social Welfare and the Department 
of Aboriginal Affairs are to be amalgamated. Under the new ^ 
Director-General it will be the aim of government steadily 
to provide, in co-operation with Local Government, social 
welfare activities in every Local Government area, with welfare 
officers available to the general public and adequate information 

\ 

services to ensure that the public can make use of all the 
facilities available. The work of co-ordinating relief and 
maintenance payments will be undertaken to ensure that the 
public can make use of all the help available. 

The Labor Government when in office initiated a two-
fold plan for the provision of adequate recreation facilities 
for the whole of the State. One part concerned the provision 
of open spaces, which at the moment in the metropolitan area 
are hopelessly inadequate. Monies will be provided to the 
Development Fund to ensure that recommended open space areas 
in the Metropolitan Adelaide Development Plan are purchased 
without an undue burden upon the Local Governments in the 
areas concerned. To finance these purchases, it is necessary 
for us to raise sufficient money to service the loans. This 
will be done by an additional metropolitan Land Tax which will 
cost approximately^ :$2.00 per year on average to each suburban 
blockholder. Special remissions will be given to pensioners and 

A 
people; in real proverty. The tax will only be applicable to 
the area covered by the Metropolitan Adelaide Development Plan 
and not to the rest of the State. 
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» The second point concerned indoor recreation facilities. 

. The Labor Government, when in office, took a complete surv.ey of 
all indoor recreational facilities in the State and developed 
prototypes which could be erected jointly by the Public, the 
Education Department and Local Government. This was to ensure 
that the money spent would be on facilities that could be used 
round the clock and which were avilable in every urban area. 
The Labor Government will again proceed with this scheme so 
that we have a fully co-ordinated recreation areas programme, 
giving the youngsters of the State excellent facilities for their 
spare time activities. 

The training programmes of the Aboriginal Affairs 
Department will be stepped up. The Prohibition of Discrimination 
Act which the present Government has failed to administer will be 
amended to cut out any possible loopholes. It will be administered 
rigorously. The work of the Aboriginal Lands Trust will be 
supported and expanded, and the Grown ownership of Wardang 
Island will be immediately transferred to the Aboriginal Lands 
Trust which will then become the owner of the Island, though 
subject to the lease let by the present Government. 

The Housing Trust of South Australia will undertake work 
in the redevelopment area which I have already outlined as well 

as its present programme and will be required to provide for '' 
emergency short-term housing cases which are at present 
frequently occurring. 

With the Labor Government services will also be stepped up 
in the areas of Agriculture, Fisheries and Fauna Conservation. ^ 

The Commonwealth Government at present is not facing 
up to its responsibilities in relation to the preservation and 
development of Primary Industry. A State Labor Government will 
do everything in its power to bring pressure on the Commonwealth 
Government to institute appropriate schemes in a number of primary 
industries so that the welfare of farmers and farming communities 
can be effectively protected. 

In view of the present quota system and its effect on 
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a large percentage of the rural community, a Labor Government 
will take necessary steps to ensure that there is a more equitable 
basis for allocating quotas so that the traditional wheat farmer 
can remain viable, particularly in the more marginal areas of the 
State. 

Wool prices have deteriorated to an.alarming low 
level, in fact the lowest for 20 years. An approach will be 
made - through the Agriculture Advisory Council - to the 
Commonwealth Government to initiate talks with the United 
States Government dealing with the abolition of the 25# cent 
tariff on Australian greasy wool. 

The Citrus Organization Committee has run into grave 
administrative problems and the Labor Party will support the 
demand of the growers for a governmental enquiry into the 
Committee, undertaken by the Director of Lands, with a view to 
obtaining complete re-organization of activities. 

The Agricultural Advisory Services were increased 
spectacularly during the previous Labor Government. A Labor 
Government will ensure that these services are expanded and 
co-ordinated, so that the maximum protection can be given to 
agriculture and the best possible advisory service given to the 
man on the land. 

The previous . Labor Government expanded research into 
soil fertility in both field and laboratory work. It is 
abundantly clear that the production increases now occurring 
are a result of increased fertility of our soils. We will 
expand the programme further. 

The fishing industry must be conserved, but problems 
associated with its conservation have been aggravated by lack 
of research. A Labor Government will step up activity in this 
area. 

Expenditure on Fishing Havens will be maintained and 
expanded where possible, after consultation wit1̂  

the Department of Marine and Harbours. 
A Labor Government will complete the revision of the 

Fisheries Act commenced under the previous Labor Government. 
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In order to ensure that.the ecological balance 

of flora and fauna is maintained, discussions will be held 
with local government bodies and interested land holders to 
determine the best ways and means of preserving it. 

The Woods and Forests Department is a great asset 
to South Australia, providing direct employment in the State 
Forests for 1,200 people, and indirect employment for a 
further 5,000 in the South East. 

Labor has always recognised the value of the soft 
wood industry, and during the previous Labor Government more 
land.was purchased for reafforestation in 2% years than was 
purchased on an annual basis for the previous 10 years under 
a Liberal Government. We will continue this vigorous policy 
of reafforestation. We will promote the uses of Pinus Radiata. 
And we will encourage further such industrial development in the 
South East. 

In order to ensure that citizens have adequate 
services in their Local communities, their participation in 
Local Government is vital. The Labor Government established 
the Local Government Act Revision Committee which has now 
reported its recommendations. This Report must be discussed 
with Local Government and the Labor Government will undertake ^ 
this urgently throughout South Australia to get a broadly agreed 
basis for proceeding with the complete revision of Local Government 
activity and the legislation governing it. However, Local 
Government is not merely the concern of people who pay rates. 
It has to provide facilities to people of all ages and classes 
throughout the State. To ensure these peoples' democratic rights, 
the Labor Government will immediately provide for adult suffrage 
and compulsory voting for Local Government. Provision will be 
made also for the erection and conduct by Local Government of 
aged people's homes and attendant facilities. These can be run 
by Local Government directly, or in co-operation with aged 
persons organizations or co-operatives. 
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development and human and communal services, hut they amount 
to little unless citizens have the rights of citizenship and a j 
voice in the processes of Government. The freedoms of citizens 
are vital to the development of a properly designed society. 

/Therefore, the Labor Government will immediately reintroduce 
its proposals making 18 the age of majority for all citizens, ' * 
instead of the present age of 21. The age of majority will 
.apply for all purposes including voting and making contracts, 
though in accordance with its traditions, the Labor Party ^ !' 
will leave its members free to vote according to conscience 

P" 

on the, subject of the age of majority applying for drinking • 
and betting. All specific restrictions placed upon people 
because t h e y are under the age of 21 years will be removed. 5 

i i 
The present absurd laws relating to raffles and small- : 

scale sporting and charitable lotteries will be completely 
revised Small scale-raffles where the tickets are not priced I j. 

b 

at greater than 20 cents and the value of the prizes is not 
greater than $200 will be completely free from any control. 
Raffles where larger prizes are offered and where tickets are 

4 

more expansive will require to be licensed by the Chief Secretary• i' 
i 

Department. The returns from such raffles will have to be filed f 
showing the bona fide profit to the charitable, artistic or 
snorting bodies to whom licences will be granted. Further, we 
will provide for the revision of the Collection for Charitable J 
Purposes Act to ensure that monies subscribed by the public for 

L 
charitable purposes reach the purposes for which they are intended ; 
and are not absorbed by unduly high costs of promotion. 

Every citizen has to live subject to the law. 
Therefore e v e r y citizen should have an equal and effective & 
voice with every other citizen in what the law should be which ^ 
governs him. In South Australia that is still not the case. 

t 
The Labor Party will pursue its policy of providing one vote 
one value in the distribution of electoral districts. The »• 
Upper House of South Australia still has a complete right to ^ 
say "No" to anything the popularly elected House, which provides 
the Government, may do. The Legislative Council has consistently i 
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interfered with measures proposed "by Labor administrations or by 
Labor while it is in opposition. They rejected the mandate of 
the previous Labor Government for the establishment of a Government 
Insurance Office. They have rejected measures for electoral 
reform. They have denied to workers of this State protections 
similar to those existing elsewhere in the building trade which 
aim at providing no less than award wages to sub-contractors. . 
They have interfered with revenue measures, hampered Town Planning 
legislation, held up Builders' Licensing, reduced gift duty 
provisions for the more wealthy, refused aborigines mineral rights 
in their own lands - the list can go on and on. 

As a first step to reform the Upper House, the Labor 
Party proposes adult suffrage and compulsory voting for Upper 
House elections and a redistribution of the electoral districts 
in the Upper House to provide for one vote one value. As only 
half the Upper House will retire at any one time, this will mean 
that the Upper House is constituted differently from the Lower 
House which is elected as a whole each general election. It will 
give it the opportunity of working genuinely as a House of Review, 
rather than as it is at the moment, a bastion of selfish privilege. 

In order to function freely and happily in a satisfactory 
society, citizens must be protected from harm to their persons and 
property. This is the purpose of the criminal law. At the moment, 
however, our criminal law is overlaid with many ancient and outmoded 
provisions both in its substance and in the way in which it is 
administered. It is essential for us to release the Police Force 
for its essential duty - the protection of persons and property 
from harm done to them by others, and the detection of serious 
crimes which harm people and property. 

The Labor Party will establish a special commission for 
v/ the revision of the criminal law. and its administration, with a 

specific duty of considering the removal from the criminal law 
outmoded attempts of that law to invade the spheres of private 
morality and social welfare. The criminal law is an inferior 
and impro,per instrument for imposing the good life on others. It 
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is not for the enforcement of morality but for "the protection of 
persons and property from others. Our revision of the criminal 
law will leave people free to live their lives as they wish so 
long as they do not harm others. ' It will improve the effective-
ness of our law enforcement agencies for their real and proper 
purpose. The effectiveness of the Police Force to thus maintain 
proper law and order will be improved and enhanced. We would also 
undertake an enquiry into State prisons and detention centres to 
ensure a rational plan for the subsequent development of appropriate 
modern and humane institutions. 

The Labor Government will also pass legislation to 
control the use, whether by Government or private persons, of aural 
and visual intrusion devices which deprive citizens of their rights 
to privacy. And if, as we believe, every citizen is entitled to 
be protected from harm, then harm from improper activities in 
building and the sale of goods and services should be ended. When 
it was in office, the Labor Government set out to provide protec-
tions which did not at the time exist. The work begun has been set 
aside by the present Government. It must be undertaken once again 
and a great era of law reform and protection for the public will 
commence anew. In particular, the new Labor Government will 
proclaim the Builders Licensing Act which was passed by the' previous 
Labor Government, but which has not been acted on by the present 
Government. 

In the administration of new Consumer Protection laws, ^ 
Courts will be given the right to investigate contracts and where 
the parties are not in equal bargaining positions, they will be 
empowered if it is just and equitable to do so, to set aside or to 
re-write the contract to ensure fairness'and equal terms. ' 

Door to door sales legislation providing for a compulsory 
"cooling off" period will be passed. A supervision over door to y 
door salesmen will be introduced through a licensing system. 

A new system of registration of cars will be introduced 
so that it becomes; a registration of title to motor vehicles and 
re-registration can occur in regional areas of the State. . Used 
car dealers will be required to disclose such defects in their ^ 
vehicles which are ascertainable by any reasonably expert examination 
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Theprinciples of the proposals of the AdeDaidcJiawSdioolReport 
for a new legal basis for consumer credit transactions will 
be acted upon* and laws will be passed prohibiting misleading 
advertising. 

Perhaps the most worrying economic point for'the 
average person is the break-neck speed at which the cost of living 
is rising. During the past two years as part of its policy of 
free-for-all the L.C.L* Government has drastically reduced the 
number of goods under price control. In September, 1968, price 
control was lifted on some thirty-two items, including many 
building materials, along with clothing, soft drinks, and cooking 
utensils. 

The then Treasurer, Mr. Pearson, also announced at 
the same time that many items would remain under control, but 
that the Prices Commissioner would not fix prices on them unless 

\ 

action became necessary, whatever that meant. And so we now 
see that even items which are supposedly under price control 
have been rising significantly. This has meant simply that the 
L.C.L. countenanced a reduction in spending power. In addition 
to the seven new taxes, it has imposed on South Australians price 
increases that have cut into every area of family budgeting* 
Train and 'bus fares have increased significantly, bread is up, 
water rates have gone up and are going up further, sewerage rates 
have been increased, and petrol, milk, butter, meat, soft drinks, 
clothing lines, doctors' fees, university fees, liquor prices, 
fishing licences, car licences, and most recently newspapers have 
all been increased. But the list does not end there. 

Perhaps the greatest area of L.C.L. failure in this 
regard, apart from the increase in costs for staple foods, is 
the spectacular rise in building materials. During its term 
of office the prices of building materials have risen 8.J%. 
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A Labor Government will administer the Prices Act 
to protect the purchasing power of money in this State. 
It will change the present disastrous course. 

The Prices Commissioner will also be given wider 
powers to investigate cases of unfair trade'practice, and to 
pursue and obtain civil remedies for members of the public who 
have been unfairly dealt with in consumer transactions. 
Protection will be given on consumer credit transactions in 
cases of unavoidable unemployment and sickness. And further, 
laws will be passed providing that in insurance contracts, 
insurance companies will not be able to rely on mere technical 
breaches of policy which do not materially affect the insurer's 
position, in order to avoid their liability to the insured. 
Nor will they be able to avoid liability if breaches have not 
contributed to loss. 

The Labor Party believes that employees must be 
provided with adequate protections in the conditions of their, 
employment, and legislation will be introduced to establish 
these protections. 

We recognise that the maintenance of good industrial 
relations is important for the wellbeing of the people of this 
State, and in ensuring that these good relationships continue 
our policy will encourage conciliation between parties before 

v they resort to arbitration. 

The present Government has made no attempt to amend the 
Industrial Code to facilitate proceedings before the Industrial 
Commission. 

Under a Labor Government the Industrial Code will be ^ 
completely revised to provide an improved system of conciliation 
and arbitration and to grant specific power for the Commission . 
to make interim awards. 
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Every effort will be made to provide safe-working 
conditions in all forms of industry within the State. 

Records of the Department of Labor & Industry 
show, unfortunately, that almost 10,000 accidents occur each 
year in industry which involve time off from work of one week 
or more. 

Workmen's Compensation should be an insurance 
against disablement during the course of employment, but at 
present an injured workman and his family suffer severe 
financial embarrassment when the workman is absent from work 
and receiving payments much less than his normal wage. 

A Labor Government will increase the present amount 
of weekly payments, will ensure that payments to a workman 
when absent on compensation shall not cease until the claim 
has been settled, and generally modernise the Workmen's 
Compensation Act to simplify and shorten procedures to enforce 
compensation. 

We will introduce legislation to establish four ^ 
weeks annual leave for salaried officers of the Public Service. 

In accordance with our policy of granting workers 
adequate long service leave entitlements, a Labor Government 
will legislate for three months long service leave after ten 
years service. 

A Labor Government will increase the sick leave 
entitlement for weekly paid Government employees from five days 
a year to ten days a year. The present provision has applied 
in the Railways since 1942 and in other Departments since 1944. 

A Labor Government will negotiate increases in service 
pay to Government employees and will extend the ambit of service 
pay to eliminate anomalies. 
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To ensure the health of the industries involved and 
f 

to restrain prices, a Labor Government will amend the Early 
Closing Act to provide:-

Five day week baking throughout the State - : 

Five and a half day week retail butchering 
throughout the State -

Revision of the list'of exempt goods and shop's, and -
No extension of Friday nigjit shopping beyond areas 
where it now obtains. 

The present Government took office on a cry that 
State taxes were too high, though it failed to tell the 
community that it proposed to do anything more 
than reduce them. It also bitterly assailed the Labor 
Government for using loan monies for work that all other States 
used such monies for. It then, in office, increased taxes 
more than 20% per head, in the first year. It also itself 
charged all the classes of works to loan monies which Labor 
had done, and added a few more for good measure. The 
Australian Labor Party believes voters should clearly be told 
what the financial future holds. 

South Australia, if it is to have an adequate 
standard of services, will require more revenue, but the Labor 
Government will aim to see that its revenue measures do not act 
to increase industrial costs. 

The Labor Government will amend the provisions 
and gift duty 

relating to receipt duty/to remove anomalies. We will alter 
the incidence of succession duty to give remissions to a spouse 
inheriting a house, and to the inheritors of smaller estates, 
and to inheritors of primary producing property. Other 
special remissions will.be removed and successions aggregated, 
and rates of duty on larger successions increased. In this way 
rates of duty will approximate those in other States, and no 
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longer, as now, will the poor pay too much and the wealthy 
too little. 

In view of the grave difficulties in the rural 
sector of our economy, the Labor Government will act to 
increase exemptions on land tax for Primary Producing property. 
We will review the assessments for such properties which are 
now due to go out in July at the end of the current five- year 
period, since they were made before the current rural 
recession had affected land values. 

The last two years have been very disappointing ones 
for the people of South Australia. This Party, which you 
elected^with a majority vote, was not allowed to govern. 
Our policies and planning were discarded. Children in schools 
were treated disdainfully. Individual rights were ignored. 
Prejudice began to be displayed again. An old regime re-
established itself. 

That will now all end. Labor's plan is for more 
change and growth for South Australia than any State has 
witnessed since Federation. To do the job, the new Labor 
Government Ministry has all the needed qualities of youth, 
experience and tertiary qualifications. It has more of these 
qualities than any Ministry this State has known, and far 
more than our opponents can meagrely muster. We intend to 
set an unbeatable standard of social advancement in this 
State. Join Labor in making our lives, our cities, our 
environment, our industries, our services, the envy of 
Australasia. 

South Australia can set the pace. It can happen 
here. We can do it. 

For South Australia's sake - vote Labor. 


